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WOMB HOUSE/WOMB KEY
Woman (Womb House)
challenge the woman to be self
to capture the wild and release it
Man (Womb Key)
challenge the man to reclaim his womb
to capture the wild and release it
the contents of the house are the key.
is the home as village, country, nation, community, humanity.
keep it simple, what I want to say is there was no superior,
inferior, or equal. no delineation between womb house/ womb
key and probably no term man/woman, at least not in the
sense of superior, inferior, equal, more ordained, less
ordained.
keep it primitive
a sanctified struggle.
the anti-christ armored in greed and power
the christ armored in greed and power.
the infidel armored in greed and power
the madhi armored in greed and power
hope armored in greed and power
it is an attraction, peaceful, fair seeming.
II
sanctified as a chance to practice in the womb's house;
the invisible self directed space from which survive arises
and struggles to control the womb?

III
this is a key without a riddle
for
for
for
for
for

every wish there is a god
every need there is a goddess
every treasure a thief
every secret a revealer
every weight a river's floor.
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